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Summary

Introduced to readers by a beautiful bug-laden cover, title page, and dedication, The Outside Inn 

is quite obviously a book about nature.  The children who grace the cover and the story's first page 

(with a dish-filled wagon in tow) show the story's connection to childhood – clearly ready to engage in 

some creative free play, the quartet seem right at home in the muddy puddle in which they have settled 

at the story's start.  Just as the children begin to dig their muddy meals, narration of their invented game 

begins.  Told in rhymes that beautifully capture children's imagination and the possibilities for nature-

based play, The Outside Inn is not only a silly story for children to enjoy, but it serves as a 

representation of the mind of a young child.

At the very beginning of the story, readers are welcome to the Outside Inn, “where good times 

and good food begin.”  The rest of the story is told through a series of rhyming questions and answers, 

moving through a full day's worth of regular meals, drinks, snacks, tea times, and treats.  While the 

story's food-centric structure creates the idea of the passing of time, it is through the children's actions 

in each accompanying illustration that readers are able to see the creative play that takes place in order 

to prepare each meal.  Were the story to be acted out in real time, it would not take an entire day to 

move through the invention process for each meal; however, if a child's sense of the passage of time is 

considered, the hour or two spent making muddy meals from natural treasures could very well feel like 

an entire day.

In addition to allowing readers to spectate at a day filled with exciting and messy play, the story 

teachers young readers about the many things that can be found in their local landscape.  The 

geographic location in which the story takes place is never revealed, but it is also somewhat irrelevant.  

The ingredients for each dish mentioned are very common parts of the natural world.  The children 

imagine baking and cooking with ants, puddle water, slugs, gravel, caterpillars, mud, worms, and plain 

old dirt – all materials easily found in most landscapes.

The Outside Inn is most appropriate for young readers, ideally between the ages of 3 and 7.  The 



charming story so beautifully captures a common childhood experience, however, that it can appeal to 

readers of any age, especially those who appreciate the natural world and/or have fond memories of 

exploring the outdoors as young children.

Critical Thinking Questions

The questions listed are meant to be used to spark discussion amongst readers of The Outside 

Inn.  The questions can (and should) be asked while the book is being read, rather than after readers 

have made their way through the entire story.  The questions will help readers to make predictions, 

reflect upon what they have read so far, and gather information about the characters portrayed in the 

illustrations – all skills essential to the development of strong independent reading skills.

– Examine the cover image.  What does it make you think about?  Why?

– Have you seen any of the creatures on the cover before?  Where and when?  How did you 

feel when you saw them?  What did you do?

– Look at the illustrations on the first two pages.  What materials could the children use to 

create meals to serve at their inn?

– Do the foods that the children make remind you of any real foods that you have eaten? What 

are they?

– Have you ever played like the children in the story do?  Tell the story.

– Do you see anything in the meals that the children make that people could eat?

– Did you hear any rhyming words in the story?  What were they?

– Look at the illustration on the final pages of the story.  Which of the children's ingredients 

have become meals for other creatures?

Mini-Lesson



Designed with 6-year-old readers in mind, the mini-lesson below asks readers to examine pairs 

of rhyming words in which the rhyming sound is not spelled the same.  This activity is for readers who 

can not only read and write on their own, but those who have a firm grasp on letter-sound correlation 

and letter group-sound correspondence.

Trick Rhyme Spelling

1. Begin the lesson by reminding readers of what they know about “trick words,” words 

whose spelling isn't what you'd guess based on its pronunciation (and vice versa).  Ask 

students to identify some of these words.  Examples include been, some, have, there, 

and want.

2. Next, explain to readers that their job will be to think of rhyming words that match the 

sound of some of the rhyming words used in the book, and that together you'll work to 

find as many possible ways to spell each rhyme sound as possible.

3. Allowing readers to peruse their own copies of the book (alone or with partners), make a 

list of all of the pairs of rhyming words used in the story.  Create this list on a white or 

chalk board or on a large piece of paper that all readers can see.  Leave extra space to 

add words below each pair.

4. Together, spend a few minutes with each pair of words and think of as many words to 

rhyme with the pair as possible.  If the possible rhymes are exhausted or more than five 

minutes has been spent on a pair, move on to the next set of words.  Examples for this 

include adding the words see, flea, she, plea, and flee to the rhyming pair of be and me 

on the first page.

5. Once a full list of rhymes has been created for each pair, consider the spelling of the 

words on each list.  Ask readers to help you identify the many different ways that letters 

can make each rhyme sound.  Using a brightly colored marker or piece of chalk, circle 



the letter cluster that makes the rhyming sounds that readers identify.  For the word list 

above, this would mean circling “ee” in see and flee, the “ea” in plea and flea, and the 

“e” in she, be, and me.

6. (Optional) An alternate way to conclude this activity would be to have pairs or small 

groups of readers work on one list of rhyming words on their own.  Readers could then 

present their findings of the many was to spell their rhyme sound to the rest of the 

group.

Extension Activities

Each of the following activity suggestions are designed to support readers in not only deepening 

their understanding of this particular story, but in strengthening their skills in reading comprehension 

and writing, as well.  Loosely written so as to allow for adaptability, the activities have been designed 

with readers ages 4-7 in mind.

Food Web Mural

Examine the illustration on the final page of the story.  The children are seen walking away 

from their play kitchen, and a number of forest creatures are seen feasting on things that were part of 

the children's pretend meals.  Use this illustration to explain the concept of food webs and predator-

prey relationships to readers (briefly).  Readers should be able to identify at least two predator-prey 

relationships within the illustration.  After readers have seen who is eating whom in the book, work on 

creating your own version of the final page based on preexisting knowledge about what wild animals 

eat.  Readers could identify solely predator-prey relationships, or could broaden their focus to include 

herbivores as well.  However the project is discussed, readers can work together to create a mural-style 

illustration that features numerous creatures with their meals of choice.



Sensory Schema

Allow readers to engage their own understanding of their five sense by considering the sensory 

input experienced by the children in the story.  Examine each illustration and work to identify the 

things that each child must be hearing, seeing, smelling, touching, and tasting as they play.  Engaging 

in such an activity can support readers in activating schema for comprehension – meaning that it 

encourages them to draw upon past experience and preexisting knowledge about a subject in order to 

build new understandings.  Additionally, this activity supports readers in imagining themselves as the 

children in the story – allowing them to strengthen their skills in relating to characters' experiences in 

order to better understand what they read.

Rhyming Meals

Imagine that the children's creative free play continued for another day's worth of meals!  What 

foods would young readers like to see them create?  What foods would young readers like to create 

themselves, using materials that they could find in their local landscape?  Ask readers to imagine foods 

that they could make, and create a series of rhyming verses that could extend the story.  Readers could 

use the same questions asked in the story and write alternate answers, or readers could write their own 

unique questions by finding new ways to inquire about the menu for each food event they've designed.  

This activity can even be done by readers who are not yet writing, as they can use their verbal language 

skills to find rhymes and to plan an imaginary menu.

Managing The Outside Inn

Though the story connects mainly to early literacy skills and natural science, young readers can 

incorporate math skills in studies inspired by the book by creating their own menu for the Outside Inn.  

The menu can include the dishes prepared by the children in the story, as well as some original dishes 

created by readers (especially if you've already done the Rhyming Meals activity).  Prices on the menu 



can be determined by readers, but adults helping to facilitate will need to give them a range within 

which to price items – allowing readers to choose prices in amounts that they will be able to add and 

subtract.  Younger readers should stick with small whole numbers, while slightly older readers could 

perhaps choose larger prices that involve portions of dollars that are equivalent to American coins 

($1.25 or $3.43, for example).  Once the menu has been set, allow readers some math practice by 

placing orders and pretending to pay for them.  Readers, acting as waiters, should add up the order total 

and, if they are able to, can subtract the amount from a pretend payment in order to determine how 

much change to give back.  Other ways to practice math skills using an Outside Inn menu include 

budgeting a meal based on a specific maximum price, finding the price of the most expensive and least 

expensive combinations of foods, and offering specials for the restaurant by discounting certain items 

by a specific amount.

Ingredient Identification

Using field guides designed for young readers, try to determine the scientific names of some of 

the creatures included in the story's illustrations.  The pages of the book are home to a wide variety of 

creatures, including multiple species of caterpillars, salamanders, slugs, snails, ants, birds, snakes, and 

small mammals.  Using a field guide provides readers with practice looking closely at specific details, 

such as wing shape or antennae color.  In addition to practice making close observations, this activity 

can help young readers to expand their knowledge of the natural world around them.

Creative Free Cooking

This activity is the easiest and most open-ended of all – go outside, bring some old kitchen 

utensils and dishes, and make some meals!  This type of creative free-play is essential to childhood.


